EFF17 SCHEDULE – UPSTAIRS SCREEN - FRIDAY NOVEMBER 17, 2017
START TIME

COVER

FILM

12:00 pm

Lucky’s Treasure
90:00 min

1:35 pm

Spotlight Rescue Series
60:00 min

2:45 pm

Branding, Roping and Stock
Handling Techniques
90:00 min

4:15 pm

HorseLand - The Movie - A
Documentary about a Path
of Life-Mastery
94:00 min
Many Clouds – The Peoples
Horse
14:00 min

5:50 pm

6:15 pm

Free Rein
52:00 min

6:15 pm

VIP PARTY SET-UP
Pop-Up Gallery Area

7:00 pm
10:00 pm

VIP PARTY

Films Start
at 7:15

SYNOPSIS
When college-bound Emily Landis moves from the city to her
Grandpa's country home, she is expected to take care of Lucky, her
late Grandma's horse, and makes it her mission to show the light of
Christ to her grieving Grandpa. Struggling, Emily is befriended by a
local named Jake. When the two discover Emily's Grandma died
searching for hidden treasure, the pair attempt to find the rare
gold coin that has eluded treasure hunters for decades.
SPOTLIGHT RESCUE SERIES IS A PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN
EQUUS FILM FESTIVAL AND JA MEDIA
Working together to shine a light on the issues facing our
horses, dogs and cats in need of rescue.
The Spotlight Rescue Series features shorts, docs and trailers for
films about rescue situations (equine, canine, feline and human),
and the individuals that work so tirelessly to save lives.
A beautifully photographed, detailed instructional film that teaches
the roping and stock handling techniques of the Great Basin
Buckaroo and old California Vaquero. Filmed on some of the wests
most sprawling and iconic "big outfits," the film takes viewers to
the "land of the buckaroo" and affords them an authentic
experience in this masterfully assembled production.
Fascinating documentary and overview about work and life of Klaus Ferdinand Hempfling.
Klaus Ferdinand Hempfling is considered unique in the horse-scene. This documentary
introduces you to one of the world’s most unique and successful horseman and lifecoach.
Since his first bestseller “Dancing with Horses”, which literally overnight made Klaus a star
inside of the horse-scene, the author established himself around the world through
various unique characteristics of his being with horses.

After his win in the 2015 Grand National Many Cloud became a
peoples favorite and his popularity grew when in 2015 and 2017 he
was named the horse of the year by a landslide public vote.
His 2017 season was looking like another successful one till he took
on the mighty Thistlecrack at Cheltenham.
Both horses went to war over the last few fences and although
Many Clouds would get the better of the unbeaten youngster, he
passed a few minutes after the line.
Many Clouds lost his life doing what he loved and we wanted to
pay tribute to him, by producing this short film using some of the
footage we’ve taken with and about him over the years.
Free Reins is the emotional story of a 63 year-old maverick, Patty
McGill, and her “tribe’ – a diverse group of kids, families and
volunteers who participate in an unconventional brand of equine
assisted therapy at Hinchinbrook Farm.

SCREENING:
TRAILERS – Pop-Up Gallery
SHORT REELS – Pop-Up Gallery
Sugar Bush Draft Horse – The Great Flip Off
SPOTLIGHT RESCUE SERIES – Pop-Up Gallery
Upstairs Theater Screen
HORSE POWERS: From The Land Of The Vikings
ONE DAY
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